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2021 STARTS HUGE           JANUARY 10, 2021  

MARKET COMMENTARY 

The US markets were up this week but underneath the surface, there were clues of a bigger market push. Breadth swelled, bullish 

percent indexes climbed, transports popped, and all my strength indicators swelled. Globally, it was a launch fest with the Shanghai 

breaking out to 5-year highs, while Canada, Brazil and Germany confirmed the move. Asia, North and South America, as well as 

Europe all popping to new highs to start the year. I can’t ignore that! Say it with swagger – “When you are hitting new highs, you are 

not in a bear market!”. 

The US political world had a newsworthy week. The attack on the capitol building had the world 

watching. It did slow down the US markets compared to the rest of the world, as the global surge 

was remarkably big.  

Bitcoin had a massive range week of 13500 points. Marijuana names had a massive week. Energy had 

a massive week. Financials had a massive week. I can’t find the correlation between them, but each 

one launched their own party. Bitcoin investors continue to believe in the limited supply approach. 

Digital printing of money. Marijuana names surged as the Senate got to a 50/50 political split 

suggesting a possibility of passing a law for recreational consumption. The Saudi’s trimmed oil 

production sending energy stocks up 10%! Bond prices plummeted, kicking financials much higher.  

The Schnell Strength Indexes all improved this week. We saw the median stock up 5 % on the week 

which is obviously huge. This broad participation suggests more to come. Whenever I see everything 

so bullish, I am inclined to worry. But rising markets suggest being invested. Don’t be overly 

aggressive, but if you find some nice setups, the majority of stocks are trending higher. There were 

over 1900 up more than 5% and only 250 down 5% as an example.  

Summary: I am buying a little more as the SSIH suggests. As I mentioned last week → “My larger time frames suggest this pullback is 

a blip, but other big caution signs loom like the lower PPO right now on the Nasdaq” .  If the market wants to push higher, I want 

to ride it. As the sign on the cross country ski trail says “Giddy Up!” 

Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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@SSIH – IMPROVING 

The Schnell Strength Index climbed to 74.4%. That is a meaningful push higher from last week! It takes a significant effort to bounce 

higher when we have been losing participation for weeks. After meaningful declines through December, the indicator starts 2021 

accelerating higher again. 10% of the charts in my source data started to turn higher from down to up.  

I post a preliminary SSIH reading in daily setups from Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It doesn’t 

bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, MY FASTER AND FASTEST INDICATORS 

The chart shows the SSIH in 

the top panel. All three 

panels are improving!  

All three indexes are below 

75, but all three indexes 

started to improve this 

week.  

The bottom indicator did 

make a swing trading low 

by dipping below 25% and 

reverting higher this week.  

The breadth on the move 

in the markets this week 

was solid. I found almost 

all my charts were 

extremely bullish.  

The strength was global. 

That is helpful when the 

whole world rallies 

together. 

  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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S&P 500, NASDAQ 100 AND SMALL CAPS 

The index ETF’s pointed lower to start the week, then rebounded strongly despite the dark shadow of the dramatic political events 

in Washington. SPY QQQ IWM These outside candles are bullish and some of the biggest areas for the surge this week were on the 

back of the new administrative agenda. Infrastructure, renewable energy, healthcare and stimulus. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=W&st=2020-04-13&id=p50549131020&a=869868709&listNum=75
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$XVG – THE MEDIAN STOCK GUAGE  

The $XVG is commonly used for 

watching average stocks as it removes 

the influence of cap weighting the 

major stocks. The chart is clearly 

soaring and closed at a new all time 

high. This moved above the 2018 

prior high. The indicators are all at 

the top of their chart panels 

suggesting a strong environment.  

It was only in November that this 

chart moved through the red line of 

resistance, but it has been a moon 

shot since.  

One of the reasons I would add as a 

supportive case for average stocks is 

the global environment is doing well. 

With the central banks around the 

world creating ‘easy money’ 

backdrops, almost every stock is 

improving. If we can get through the 

pandemic before stalling the small 

business world into bankruptcy, we 

have a backdrop for 6.5% growth by 

some economist estimates. (I don’t 

invest based on economic forecasts).  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$TSX – NEW HIGHS 

The Canadian stock market had a big week, finally taking out the highs from early 2020. Last week, the PPO was starting to roll 

over, but the Saudi surge in oil helped as well. Financials are a large weighting in Canada and falling bond prices boosted banks. As 

well, the marijuana area added some thrust with the US senate being balanced as this adds to the likelihood that this is legalized 

federally. Mining in general, as well as gold stocks, finished the week up after the gold chart dropped like a hail stone. $TSX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TSX&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p26180166000&a=869868720&listNum=75
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EEM – EMERGING MARKETS 

One of the exciting things about the emerging market chart this week is it broke out to new 12-months highs in relative strength 

compared to the $SPX. This is shown in purple. That attracts investment as it outperforms the $SPX index. EEM.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=EEM&p=W&yr=5&mn=0&dy=0&id=p38718108391&a=869868722&listNum=75
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$SSEC – SHANGHAI COMPOSITE 

The Shanghai composite, $SSEC, rocked this week! It was up 2.79% and made a clean break above the consolidation from July to 

December. As a huge economy, if China is doing well, this increases demand for raw materials as well as finished goods. I like that 

the PPO is turning back up while still above zero. This chart looks like a clean breakout of a consolidation.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SSEC&p=W&yr=3&mn=7&dy=0&id=p23698219815&listNum=75&a=869868723
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$SSEC – SHANGHAI COMPOSITE BIG PICTURE 

This is a 10-year chart of the Shanghai market. The close Friday was the highest close in 5 years! To see China kick off the year 

explosively pushing to new closing highs is very bullish.  I mentioned last week that a breakout here would be an extremely bullish 

message for 2021 and the commodities trade generally. $SSEC The battle for commodities direction takes place between a $USD 

rally (negative) and a surging Shanghai(positive). This makes the trade direction for the 2021 commodities investor take notice with 

some battlegrounds marked out.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SSEC&p=W&yr=10&mn=7&dy=0&id=p86798932611&listNum=262&a=870393965
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$BTCUSD – IT NEVER ENDS! 

Bitcoin is the run that never ends! It traded from 28500-42000 or a range of 13500 this week. That just happens to be 47% of this 

weeks’ low. For those that like huge gains, this is it. For those that hate huge volatility, this is it. As Bill Miller said this week, 

Bitcoin has had 3 - 80% corrections. If you can’t handle that kind of volatility, this is not for you. That is from one of the premiere 

value investors of our time! $BTCUSD   Bitcoin has been going higher since May, when Jerome Powell was asked this simple question: 

“Where does it (money) come from, do you just print it?’ Jay Powell responds “We print it digitally. As a central bank we have the 

ability to create money, ah, digitally.” He continues a bit more about bonds and government instruments and then said “And that 

actually increases the money supply. We also print actual currency, and we distribute that through the central reserve banks.” At 

that point the world 

can interpret making 

Bitcoin as the same 

printable currency 

and is not much 

different. This also 

leans into the Diem 

project by Facebook 

that launches in 

2021. 

Will bitcoin suddenly 

drop as Diem is 

released? 

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$BTCUSD&p=W&st=2019-04-19&id=p43925222376&a=864875870&listNum=73
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff6SDsaS7rI
https://www.cnet.com/news/facebooks-controversial-cryptocurrency-gets-a-new-name-diem/
https://www.cnet.com/news/facebooks-controversial-cryptocurrency-gets-a-new-name-diem/
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LQD – CORPORATE BONDS TEST THE TREND 

Bond charts were a one way bet with huge breakdowns in price and rising yields. I’ve shown the corporate bond market first because 

it has not broken down yet. Why would a corporate bond ETF break down? My interpretation is when investors perceive there are 

better places to get higher returns, they move towards those risk-on investments and away from the safety of bonds. When the 

pandemic hit, investors sold both bonds and stocks in a move to cash. This chart looks very weak but other charts like high yield 

(more risk) 

bonds 

continue 

to be bid 

higher.  

LQD. I 

expect this 

chart to 

continue 

lower. This 

chart did 

continue 

higher all 

through 

2019 which 

was shortly 

after it 

made new 

multi-year 

lows in 

late 2018. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=_LQD&p=W&st=2016-12-21&en=2021-01-09&id=p67327194692&listNum=75&a=869868755
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$IEF - RAINING DOWN BELOW THE TREND 

With the corporate bonds poised to break down, what is happening with government bonds? They broke the trend line a few weeks 

ago, but this week, buyers forgot to show up for work and let the price plummet. While the move down was only 1.4%, in terms of 

yield it is much more significant and I’ll show that on one of the charts below. IEF 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=_IEF&p=W&st=2012-03-06&id=p71084104756&a=869868753&listNum=75
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MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK 

Dwight and I hosted the monthly conference call on January 3, 2021. Click on the link for an hour of ideas. I highlighted some of the 

glaring similarities to the 2000 and 2007 market tops. While the market continues to run, it is important to remember how frothy 

everything is. It may continue to run to March, to July, or to December! That’s why we watch every week for a change in charts.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/january-3-2021-m…-conference-call/
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$USB – 30-YEAR BOND PRICES 

The chart below is the 30-year bond prices, which are considered long bonds whereas the ETF above is for shorter duration 7-10 year 

bonds. This chart is very clear, creating a deja-vu chart pattern! We have seen this movie before on the left side of the chart.  $USB 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USB&p=W&yr=9&mn=0&dy=0&id=p58911363528&a=869868758&listNum=75
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$TNX – 10-YEAR BOND YIELDS 

The yields popped 20% this week. This chart is the inverse of bond prices. Because yields are so low, these % moves are monster 

moves. Notice how this chart was winding tighter and tighter each week. Then boom! These volatility breakouts are similar to what 

we see and watch for in the stock market. Dwight posts these sorts of volatility setups in the daily setups every day. $TNX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24TNX&p=W&yr=2&mn=2&dy=0&id=p07838288656&listNum=262&a=870436514
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$BPNDX 

The breadth indicators across the board were bullish. Advance/decline, net new highs, bullish percent indexes, stocks above the 

200-day moving average, Schnell strength indicators switching to improving momentum, and number of stocks with big moves were 

all fantastic. This is one example. The bullish percent reading (middle) jumped up to 81% which doesn’t happen very often, but this 

repeated push up to this level in 2019 and 2020 is indicative of the underlying strength in the market.   $BPNDX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BPNDX&p=W&st=2001-09-24&id=p69100380628&listNum=75&a=869868696
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$USD – KEEPING A FOCUS ON THE DOLLAR 

The US Dollar has been sliding for a while, but this week it made a lower low and then pushed up to close higher than last week’s 

close. In last weeks’ newsletter and video, I mentioned how the dollar likes to change direction at year end quite often. That move 

could be in play, based on the start of the year. Watch commodities closely if that starts to push. Perhaps the move in gold was 

indicative of that. $USD 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=D&yr=1&mn=10&dy=0&id=p09446170359&a=869868728&listNum=75
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$GOLD - MINE IMPLODES 

The Gold chart looked like a failed breakout. Gold started the week breaking out, then turned down hard to finish the week below 

both the 50-day and 200-day moving averages. The black down trend was broken to start the week, but not enough buyers showed 

up to keep going, and on Friday it plummeted. This also broke the uptrend I wrote about in the Chartwatchers article. $GOLD Daily 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/articles/chartwatchers/2021/01/is-this-industry-etf-the-next-554.html
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$GOLD&p=D&yr=0&mn=6&dy=0&id=p31309788565&a=869868851&listNum=75
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MARKET SUMMARY 

The US market had defensive sectors fall to the bottom this week and cyclical growth areas dominated the charge higher. What is 

really odd is to see Technology only up ½ % while semiconductors were up 5.5%. That’s a disconnect! Cyclicals were bullish and 

Tesla continues to use a rocket ship pattern for the stock. It looks like an exhaustion move for the stock gapping up and then soaring 

another 25% but we could have said that $100’s of dollars lower. Marijuana (Healthcare related) in Canada led the surge. Energy 

participated nicely, but Canadian banks definitely didn’t enjoy the thrust US banks did. That might be due to Coronavirus lockdown 

strategies by governments in various provinces limiting activity including extreme curfews.  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

Here is the global view on the left. The world was all green this week. The US charts were the weakest ones, but 5 countries had 5% 

rallies on the indexes after running higher for 10 weeks already! Commodities were generally higher. Oil’s renewed push came after 

Saudi put their hands on the wheel of the oil price and said they would drop production. Oil stocks flourished worldwide!  Lumber 

stalled and dropped at resistance. Precious metals were in a house of pain. Natural Gas is one to watch this week.  

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The January monthly conference call link is here. January Conference Call –  

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. 2021 Starts HUGE! 

 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does 

not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not 

collaborate to create a positive/negative market 

bias, nor is he paid to promote any particular stock 

or perspective. These charts and descriptions are 

not an instruction to buy or sell. You as a reader, 

are solely responsible for every investing decision 

you make. Greg Schnell and any of his companies or 

relationships with other companies, are not 

responsible for trades. The ideas presented here 

are opinion. Trading and investing involves risk to 

you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/january-3-2021-m…-conference-call/
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://www.gregschnell.com/2021-starts-huge/
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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